
8 observes, "but there's a lot to be said for striking a
~ balancebetween core classicsand crossover:'
f='

~ Holland points to the appearance of Nicola
i Benedetti on the Classical Brit running order. The
~ 17-year-oldfiddle player made the headlines earli-
<I:

~ er this year when she signed a six-disccontract
i with Deutsche Grammophon, which has since
~ deliveredan impressivedebut albuminto the mar-
1E ketoThe famousyellowlabelhas appliedcrossover

marketing and promotional techniques to this
determinedly mainstream artist.

"Nicola has what it takes to transcend the clas-
sical mainstream audience and appeal to a wider
market," says Holland. "Many people will be
drawn to her, even though she's never going to
attempt crossover repertoire. It's a new challenge
to present someone who's completely uncompro-
mising as a classical artist and see ifyou can create
the success for them that usually comes to a
crossover artist:'

During the past year, new opportunities, albeit
limited in number, have opened up for those
mainstream classical artists no longer favoured by
major labels. The instore debut this month of
Chris Craker's Onyx label has already drawn the
press spotlight, thanks to the artists involved with
its quartet of launch titles: Barbara Bonney, Pas-
cal Roge, the Borodin Quartet and Viktoria
Mullova all cut their recording teeth with the clas-
sical majors. Meanwhile, the upward rise of own-
brand and artist-driven classical indies is marked
by the presence among the nominees for this
year's Classical Brits of classy albums from Avie,
LSO Live and Craker's Quartz label.

Paul Moseley, managing and creative director
of Onyx and former marketing vice president at

Decca International, cautions against the impres-
sion of a buoyant market given by the prolifera-
tion of artist-owned labels. He suggests that many
entrants into the world of boutique labels will
inevitably fall by the wayside, brought down by
their lack of sustainable release schedules and
cohesive A&R thinking. It remains to be seen
whether Onyx will be able to supply a stream of
albums by artists to match the stature of those
appearing on its launch titles. While Moseley
admits that the pool of top talent is not infinitesi-
mally deep, it is certainly well stocked with
impressive performers in search of recording
opportunities. "I suspect there will be a consolida-
tion ofthe market - umbrella labels will emerge to
serve occasional titles recorded..by high-profile
individuals. We are well positione.d to do that and
also to build public trust in Onyi with the quality
of our early releases:'

Onyx is set to carry two further releases with
the Borodin Quartet, respectively in collabora-
tion with violist Yuri Bashmet and clarinettist
Michael Collins, together with an album from the
Moscow Virtuosi directed by Bashmet, and other
albums from Pascal Roge and Bonney. "We're
talking to a great number of other artists at the
moment. We are 'the first label of this type to con-
centrate only' on high-profile classical artists,
musicians who have already had recording
careers with the majors:'

How does he respond to the inevitable charge
that Onyx stands to gain from the past investment
of other companies? "Of course it could be said
that we're creaming off the work of others, but the
major labels are no longer r~cording with these
outstanding artists. Also, we're not going to stand
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in the way of an artist recording for a major:'

The argument in favour of the Onyx philosophy
is reinforced by other deals negotiated by Chris
Craker during its setting up phase, notably con-
cerning the involvement of Sony Music in disc
pressing and distribution. Craker's recent move to
become head of core classical products for Sony
BMG Music Entertainment (UK) has reinforced
the business links between his independent enter-
prise and the major label while drawing a clear
line between them in terms of artistic policy. Onyx
is predicated on a flexible business model. Its
releases will range from examples id which artists
are paid upfront for their work to others where
individual performers carry the bill for everything
from session fees to marketing costs. Marketing
for the label is set to gain from media promotions,
consumer word of mouth and carefully targeted
marketing. Once again, flexibility will be the
name of the Onyx marketing game.

Moseley points to the carefully focused strategy
applied in recent years by Deutsche Gram-
mophon to the development of young artists,
including Russian soprano Anna Netrebk.I? and
Chinese pianists Yundi Li and Lang Lang. ~orld-
wide sales for their albums suggest that DG has
cracked the problem of introducing new taWnt to
consumers ofmainstream classicaldiscs. .

"I think the problem will be for the second divi-
sion of labels, including a couple of the majors,
who neither have the top names nor the low over-
heads that we have to offer;' says Moseley. "This
will inevitably lead to a polarisation of the very
large and the very small record companies, with
everyone in between squeezed hard."

News of the development of distinct compa-

nies at Sony BMG to deal with core classics and
adult crossover titles and of a likely shift in that
direction for EMI Classics suggests that Univer-
sal will have to work harder in future to maintain
its dominance of the classical crossover field.
"We've been very fortunate up to now to have had
an almost clear run at the crossover market," says
Bill Holland. "But I welcome the competition
from acts such as Il Divo and G4. They've opened
doors for other people and reached big new audi-
ences. Although they are not our artists, I find
their success genuinely exciting because it says
something about the strength of the crossover
classical genre:'

Holland is also sanguine about the chances of
artist-led marques such as Avie and Onyx. As a
genuine connoisseur of classical artists and owner
of 26 versions ofVerdi's Otello, Holland is eager to
see an upturn in the fortunes of mainstream clas-
sical music on disc. "It's good that artists like Vik-
toria Mullova are being taken up by labels such as
Onyx;' he says. "That can allow her room to do the
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things that she wants. The difficulty for a compa-
ny like ours is that we have to devote the same
amount of time to an artist who is going to sell
1,000 records as to one who is going to sell
500,000. I think Chris Craker has made a very
smart move in setting up his new labels."

The expectation of sales performance has
become a fact oflife for Holland and his team at
UCJ, raised by the phenomenal UK success of
artists such as Bryn Terfel - nominated three
times for a Classical Brit this year - Russell Wat-
son, Katherine Jenkins and Hayley Westenra.
"We're effectively operating as three businesses,
covering mainstream classical music, crossover
classics and jazz:' Forthcoming UCJ crossover
titles include a Best Of Bond compilation and
the first classical crossover venture for Swedish
songstress Sissel, set for release this summer as
Sissel - Into Paradise. "I can see a time when all
of the majors evolve according to the dynamics
of the market," Holland suggests. "As change
comes along, we may find that we're concentrat-
ing on one part of the business to such an extent
that we have to relinquish some of the other stuff
that we do."

To ensure that Universal's present business
model operates at maximum efficiency, the com-
pany's UK classical division is about to implement
an extensive restructuring. The changes, soon to
be announced in full, will focus resources where
they are needed. "That applies equally to core clas-
sics as it does to crossover;' explains Bill Holland.
"We are making changes. You have to monitor the
business very closely,because the people who buy
Hayley Westenra and Katherine Jenkins now may
not be buying them in two or three years time:'


